Maintenance Operations Supervisor – Chicago, IL

Job Description

Supervises, directs, and holds accountable the maintenance work crews to perform planned / emergency maintenance. Evaluates and assesses hourly personnel to determine training needs and develops employees to improve their maintenance skills. Responsible for assessing maintenance impact on line performance with respect to improving uptime, thru-puts, B&R, Package Material losses, and product quality. Accurately input and update the computerized maintenance system on a daily basis for the responsible shift. Accurately maintain the labor tracking system on a daily basis for the responsible shift. Communicate daily activity of work order status with Planners, Production Supervisors, and coordinate the shift-to-shift handoff. Lead troubleshooting activities with work crews and utilize all available resources to correct maintenance issues in an expedient manner. Responsible for the execution of shift plan for planned work orders, PM, training, and Capital Projects. Participate in PM development, identifying key parts inventory, and maintenance budget management with Planners

Qualifications

BS/BA 4 year degree required 2 years of supervisory experience in manufacturing required. Must be able to work any shift, weekends and overtime as needed. Excellent interpersonal and communication skills required. Proven experience in coaching and developing teams. Knowledge of electrical and PLC programming highly desirable.